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System
The HYCOMP Hybrid Analog-Digital Computing System offered jointly
by Packard Bell Computer and Computer Products, Inc., represents a significant technological advance in the
relatively new increasingly useful hybrid computing field and, a t the same
time, offers the scientific and engineering computer umr substantial, easily
documented benefits in regard to initial
and operating cost, system integration,
vendor responsibility, maintenance and
other factom.
Major components in the HYCOMP*
Hybrid Computing System are the
Mark I11 Analog Computer designed
and manufactured by Computer Products, Inc,, and the PB440 Digital
Computer, developed by Packard BeIl.
Among the Mark 111's unique features
are Solid State Electronic Mode Control of Reset Hold and Operate making
i t capable of faster operation than any
other real-time general purpose analog
computer available today.
The PB440, a console-size, solid-state
computer, incorporatea a unique dual
memory stored logic concept which
allows starage of command list in addf tion to program. No compromise is
necessary i s the command list to suit
varied applications. The command list
for hybrid computation is tailored
speclflcally tor hybrid applications and

may be further modified by the programmer as desired.
Another major element in the HYCOMP Hybrid Computer is the andogto-digital linkage system. This portion
of the system in supplied by Packard
Bell Computer. Packard BeIl has more
than five years experience in this field
and has provided more successful linkage systems than any other manufacturer. These inelude systems linking
analog-to-digital computem ranging in
size from the Bendix GI5 to the IBM
7090. A recently-installed system links
an IBM 7090 digital computer to an
analog computer over a distance of
more than 2500 feet. Included in this
system are remote inputs and displays
in an Apollo simulator.
I n addition t o general purpose
digital computers, Packard Bell produces m incremental computer known
as the TRICE DDA (digital differential analyzer) System. Many TRICEandog computer hybrid systems are
in use for real-time simulation. These
systems also include the Packard Bell
PI3250 Digital Computer so that the
user has three-way hybrid computations - Analog, DDA, and GP Digital.
Data conversion capabilities in these
systems include analog-to-TRICE and
analog-to-PB250 plus digital communication between TRICE and the DigitaI
Computer and the Analog-TRICE

mode, with sensing or control by the
PB260.
Because the TRICE BDA is an exclusive P a h a r d Bell Computer groduct, i t is the only hybrid system
manufacturer that ean offer this
three-way computing capability.
Packard Bell Computer's reputation
in linkage. systems is firmly estsblisrhed. One customer has installed four
Paekard BeIl linkage sysrtems. The
third and fourth systems for andher
customer me now being built,
In addition many customers utilize
Packard Bell converters in computer
linkage systems of their own design.
Packard Bell's linkage system edtpability is based, in part, on experience in
developing a widely-accepted line of
analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog
converters. Thirs experience began with
development of the first solid state
analog-to-digital converter in 1958.
This was the M2 Multiverter whieh
has since become an industry standard.
An improved MZ is atill being manufactured and even today exceeds the
specifications of most units offered
by other manufacturers.
Latest additions to the Paclrard
Bell Computer line of analog-to-digita1 converters are the ADC20, ADC21,
ADC22, ADC23 and ADC24 modular
unit8 whieh range from 10 to 16-bita,
0.025% to 0.0112;; accuracy, and 4 to
1.2 microsec. per bit conversion speeds.
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FEATURES AND APPLICATIONS

H Y COMP" Computing System
with the controlled system simulated on the Mark 111.

. Three

mode electronic control of
Mark 111Integrators individually
or in any combination under pro(tram control frum the PB440.

6. Software - FORTRAN I1 with
additional statements for operating the hybrid system
the programming task for enwhose prime
in the
of
digital computer programming.
gineering

interest is

n rate. Conversion

provide8 readout of a11 analog
addresses to the PB440, setting
of servoset pots and control of
Mark I11 computing modes from

PIWo rxntr~l lines and outputs
to solid-state analog switches* integrator mode control, and
interrupt and sense lines.

. The

PB440 is a
stored logic digital computer
which allows storage of command
list and command format in addition to program. Special eommands are provided for operation
of the combined computing systern. Transcendental functions
such a$ sine, cosine, arctan, etc.,
with aappear as

Diagnostic routines for digital
computer* linkage system and
Mark ill' input'output program
which
and
static
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AT1ONS

The present state of development
and use of hybrid computing began
in 1955 when designers of the Atlas
Missile wanted to study the effed of
od dynamics of the mi&ectory and applied an analog
computer to the dyna.miCs while sim&
taneously computing the trajectory on
a digital computer. Subsequently, a
hybrid system linking a Bendix 616
digital computer to an analog ~ 0 m P u h r
with Packard Bell Computer data conversion equipment was installed a t
~ ~ *American
h
Aviation to help
predict operation of a projected missile
cofitro1 compu~r,with the missile itself simulated on the analog compubr.
Since that time many new and useful applications far hybrid computing
systemshave hem developed. one of
the most adive areas is aerospace
simulation, but others include design
a systems; optimization
ter systems; man; and biomedical en-

AerOsme ShUIlat&m
In aerospace, two of the most useful
and significant applications of hybrid
computing are in studies of space
vehicle guidance control and t r a j s tories. In the design of space vehicles,
the two types of problems most effeetively solved by computers are (1)
computations which require either
considerable logie or a great deal of
precision, and (2) differential equatjons in which high freQuencies
non-linearities are present and only
an imprecise knowledge of the parameters is available, Because these two
types of problems are so closeIy interrelated in many steps of space vehicle
deaign and the solution to one may
be the conditions of the other, hybrid
computing is clearly indicated. The
computations of (1) above can be
handled on the digital computer, and
the computation of (2) by means of
the analog computer.
In general, equations of a space
vehicle are divided so that the dynamics are studied on the analog
computer, while the ldnematiCs and
are studied on the
guidance equations
digital c o m p u ~ r *. he digital computer
may also generate the aerodynamic
functions and solve the force and
moment equations.
If an airborne control computer is
also part of the system, it can be
simulated with the PB440 on s commami and format basis.
Much work has been done in the
hybrid simulation of space vehicles
and has been
in the litesature.
One area which requires a parallel
logical decision capability not found
in either the analog or digital cornputer is the simulation of the reaction
controls of a space vehicle attitude

icontrol system. Here the translation
of attitude commands to jet pulses is
most aptly done by a system of parallel
is provided in HYCOMP as
an integral part of the Mark I11
Analog Computer.
In general, in any system where a
lwm number of diwontinuities occur,
the handling of these discontinuities
by relay logic on an analog computer
becornea cumbersome because of problems in switching time of the relay
logic. This type of simulation c ~ r nbe
handled more efficiently and economically by solid-state digital circuit
elements.
When the operation becomes seguenti81 in nature, that is, where memory
is required to store past conditions,
i t is advantageous to handle the simulatian of digital computers directly.
Memory, arithmetic, and logical operat i o n ~%re readily available and the
problem can be solved by digital computer programming, making use of a
flow chart which is itself sequential in
nature, This method is preferable to
logical deaign of a special purpose
c o r n p u t ~ ruaing patched logical
elements* a fact borne out by the
present strite of general purpose digital
computers.
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A valuable application of Hybrid
Computation is fn the design of
sampled data systems. These are systems in which the data signale can
ehange or are available for manipulation only a t discrete intervals of time.
Ukually both discrete and continuous
signals a r e involved. Examples of
sampled data systems are the clidtal
guidance computer of a space vehicle,

steel rolling mills, etc.
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or days of real-time operation may
become necessary. This requires
full time use of the computer
system - again prohibitively expensive for a large-scale digital
computer.
Use of large-scale digital cornputers in hybrid systems on an
interrupt basis has been proposed.
In this case, the digital eomputer
is limited to such operations as
described (4.) (below. Interrupt
operation has tp .ke considered in
the light of the~amountof memory
required and therefore the amount
of time that may be spent loading
and unloading the main memory
to auxiliary memory.

4. Digital computers are present "onboard"space vehicle5 in order to
perform guidance computations
which would be extremely difficult or excessively time-consuming for the pilots themselves. For
example, in the Apollo mission the
pilot must obtain sightings with
respect to certain stars at particular times during the flight.
These sightings are then used as
inputs to Ule on-board digital
computer which must determine
the precise trajectory the vehicle
is following as w d as compute
the necessary coxrections to insure
arrival of the spacecraft a t the
desired location. Thus, the pilot
has available a keyboard or
similar device for direct entry
to the digital computer and he
receives information back from
the digital computer. Such a facility must be available in connection
with the simulation. This requirement precludes the use of an allanalog simulation. A stored logic

digital computer such as the PB440 is ideal for this application.

5. Display generation for simulated
flights requires the availability of
s digital computer. The displays
seen by the pilot of a complex
spacecraft can no longer be represented by means of simple dial
movements but will in general include cathode ray tubes and other
visual presentations which give
the pilot a complete indication of
his position in space, predicted
position, necessary corrmfions and
a great deal of additional information. The generation 'of the
signals for driving the displays
requires a multitude of logical
operations and computations
which can be carried out most
conveniently by means of a digital
computer.
6. Vehicle dynamics, simulation of
attitude control systems, and similar problems can be handled conveniently by means of an analog
computer.

7. Some aerospace vehicle 8imulators
must also have the capability of
representing the boost phase of
the flight and re-entry into the
earth's atmosphere, Consequently,
the division of computational
tasks between portions requiring
drift-f ree high accuracy computation and portions requiring simulation of non-linear systems with
high frequency signals will apply
to the analog and digital computers respectively.
I t seems clear that hybrid computation is ideally suited to the simulation
of manned space vehicles.
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HYCOMP' System Description

TO OPTIONAL
I/O DEVICES

DlPmL COMPUTER

A general block diagram of the Hycomp hybrid computation system is
shown in figure 1. (diagram here).
The major components of the
Hycomp system include the following:
PB-440 DIGITAL COMPUTER
with Selectric typewriter and paper
tape reader and punch.
MARK 111 Analog Computer with
DIDAC automatic remote input-output control system.
HYCOMP - Input-Output Controller.
-CONTROL AND SENSE LINES
(per figure).
HIGH SPEED,High Accuracy A-D
and D-A Linkage.
Parallel Logic Expansion Group
(for special application). Optional
where more than the normal logic
complement af the Mark 111 is
desired.
Priority Interrupt System Optional
(for special application),

Featwas of the PB&O
Digital Computer for
Hybrid Computation

.

The PB440 fs ideally suited to
hybrid computation because of its
tored logic capability. With stored
logic the machine has a variable commmd list which facilitatee meeting requirements for diverse applications.
The esmmnd list of the PBlPO may be
designed especially for hybrid computation w the machine has exactly the deired characteristics for combined analog-digital problem solution.
These &sired characteristicbt are:
1. Rapid inputloubuf to the analog
portion of the syatam, easiily programmed, flexible, and requiring

a minimum of housekeeping function$. Usesl commander designed
for thfs purpose.
2, Floatimg point operation a t apeeds
useful in the fastest real-time
applicaticw in order to minimize
scaling.
8. A varied list of arithmetic operaCians plus logarithmer, power,
rooter, and transcendental functions. All execute rapidly to supplant the analog computer where
more accuracy is needed in realtime.
4, FORTRAN - Completely documented and IBM-compatible ao
that existing programs may be
used directly, ae in the case of
check mlutioss. For examgle, i t
can be used in hybrid computation
problemer and is fast enaugh in

execution @peedto be used in a
large portion of the real-time requirements. When not fast enough
for a specific real-time application, i t can be used to check out
the mathematical model of the
system a t a reduced time scale
with programmed inputs replacing inputs from actual hardware.
After the model is developed to a
satlsfactsry state, the FORTRAN
program can be translated to
machine language to gain the n e e
essary speed for real-time operation. Statements for use with the
hybrid eyatem are included in the
FORTRAN package so that the
FORTRAN programmer need not
know anything about machine
language programming to use the
hybrid system.

because all potential uses for sueh
a system cannot possibly be anticipated a t the time of purchase.
Expandability is provided by a sufficiently large addressing scheme
in the PB440. Large-scale computers often provide 82,000 words
or more of memory and problems
which require that mu& memory
are not uncommon. While this
much memory will not normally be
required initially in a hybrid
facility, the capability for adding
it later on should be specified.
Real-time computation may also
require an expansion of the program to the extent that the program cycle becomes excessive. In
such cases, the capability for a s ily adding an additional main
frame to the system so that the
program may be divided between
two or more simultaneous processors is important. This capability
is built into the PB440. No additional engineering changes are required and the expansian can be
accomplished in the field.
8. The computer eowole is another
important consideration. Features
which make the PB44O easier to
use, especially for the engineerprogrammer to whom propramming is a means rather than an
end, are :
a. Console selection of registers
and memory locations for entry
or display of information.
b. Display of register and memory contents in octal arabic
character as well as binary
format.
c. Manual control of program advance one step or one clock
cycle a t a time,

d. Built-in bootstrap loader.
e. Indicator light display of the
state of dl arithmetic and control unit flip-flops.

The Mark III Afialog
Computer - - - Designed
for Hplbrid Computatwn
The Mark I11 Analog Computer, the
only totally new analog machine in the
past year, was designed from it8 inception to be directly employable In
hybrid systems. The designers, free
from any restraints which would arise
from an ihventory of older equipment,
were remarkably successful in creating
a computer which is aimultaneoualy
the finest analog computer available
and one which can be used in hybrid
systems with no interface difficulties.
Features of the Mark I11 which
make i t uniquely usable in a hybrid
system include the following :
1, Digital Control
All computer control signals are
of a binary logical type with signal
levels directly compatible with
PI3440 computer control lines and
sense lines.
2. Flexible Integrator Control Individud control of every integrator available to permit multirate operation and the use of special logical and storage operations.
3. High-speed Three-Mode Qwitching
Three-mode electronic switching
of every integrator. "Operate,"
"Reset," and "Hold" functions
with 500 nanosecond switching
times.

-

-

4. Self-contained Logic CapabilityElectronic comparators and logic
elemeab as part of the standard
computer complement, The full
complement of the Mark I11 provides for 20 high speed electronic
comparators with digital level
outputs. Provision is made for
dire& installation of other logical
elements such a8 flip-flops, gates,
registers, and memory units.
5. Electronic Input/Output System All electronic input/output system. The Mark 111's complete
monitoring and setup, and readout system 1s controlled through
8olid-state circuitry designed for
digital level sipnaIs. The circuitry
provides for both random access
and sequential addressing of components as desired.
6. Auxiliary Digital Control Patch
Panel
Digital control signals are terminated on a separate patch panel
to isolate analog signals from
digital signals.
Switching of all summer-integrators
to integrators, switching from relay to
electronic mode control, and choice of
rate and hold capacitors for each integrator are accomplished a t the Electronic Mode Control (EMC) panel.
Output& of electronic comparatorer and
timers ; inputs to electronic switches ;
control, sense, and dntemgt.lines for
cpnnections to a digital computer;
trunk lines for connections between
consoles; drive lines for function relays ; capacitor override controls ; display &art ; oscilloscope sync ; and digi-

-

tal logic elements also appear on the
EMC panel.

The Conversion, ~ i n h r ySignal and
DIDAC Links of the ~ y s t e mare connected to the PB440 through an interface called the HYCOMP 1/0 Controller as shown in the Hycomp block
diagram (Figure 11). The information
is sent to this controller in the form
of both data and addr'esa. The controll e then
~ decodes the address, generates
the required control signals and transmits the data to the. proper digi tl-toanalog channels. When the data is to
be inputted, an address i s sent to the
controller, decoded, and requested data
is then sent to the PB440. Again, the
controller provides the required timing
and control signals.
When fully buffered output is required for a specific application, the
memory intercfiaage feature can be
supplied as an option. With this option
data may be inputted or outputted
directly into or from memury independently of the program. A somewhat
more sophisticated controller than the
NYCOMP Controller is required for
such a system to Ijsovide the additional
1/0 control which is required.

AS is indicated in the block diagram,
three different types of two-way links
are supplied in the general system.
They are :
1. HIGH SPEED DATA LINK The
analog-digital and digital-analog
link through which problem data
*EI transferred between computers.

This link is of bigh aceuraey and
high speed so that truly combined
computations can be performed.
2. DIDAC LINK The DIDAG link
which provides decimal numbers
for potentiometer settings and
control characters to the DIDAC
addresses of analog computer
modules. Similar data are transmitted to the PB440 by the DIDAC when requested. The DIDAC
link is used for problem set-up and
control as well as parameter, initial condition and final condition
read-out.
The DIDAC link automates analog computer operations, since
through the DIDAC the PB440
can perform all operator functions.
In addition, the PB440 can calculate and set initial conditions, process and store f i n d or intermediate results, perform problem
checks and similar functions which
in an all-analog installation would
be done by the analog eomputer
operator. The DIDAC link also
provides capability for computer
operation in applications such as
parameter optimieation, boundary
value problems, trajectory gtudies,
stati&tical studies, etc.
Normal inputs to the DIDAC
are from its Selectric typewriter
and paper tape reader. DtDAC
output is sent to the typewriter or
a paper tape punch.
Linking of the PB440 and the
DIDAC is accomplished by circuitry which makes the PB440
appear to the DIDAC as mother
Selectrfc typewriter and viceversa The DIDAC channel is

Conversion Link

i#/
MULTIPLEXER

I

CONVERTER
(or 8 & H )

1
DIGITAL-ANALOO CHANNELS

ANALOa-DIQITAL CHANNELS
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Drift of the sample-hojd amplifiers
f a r lesrs in the sampling m d e since
they need only hold in the worst case
for
the conversion time of all'analog'
8-digital channels. In demultiplexing
he sample-hold must hold over the
eamputation interval, which is typically
in the order of SO times as long as the
conver~ioncycle. The cost difference
between parallel analog-to-digital converters and a multiplexing system is
much greater than the cost difference
between parallel digital-to-analog eonverters and a demultiplexing system.
The digital-to-analog link, which
tranders the data from the PB440 to
the proper converter, is depicted in
more detail in Figure 2. This link consists of DAC-20 14-bit converters
whose outputs are coupled to the summing; junctions of analog computer
amplifiers which provide the desired
voltage swing and degree of isolation.
The voltage swing a t the output of the
analog amplifier is 2 1 0 0 volts. Since
the DAC is unipolar, an offset voltage
is introduced a t the su9lrming junction
to yield 0 volts from the amplifier for
half wale in the DAC. The Enput to the
DAC is logically arranged to provide
the correct polarity voltage from 2's
complement binary numbera. The overall accuracy of each channel is determined by the resolution of the DAC
which is W t e r than c.OlS% of full
male.
The addressing scheme of the HYCOMP Controller e m conveniently accommodate up to 128 DAC channels.
Eight DAC units with power supplies
rue contained in a standard ease and
the malog amplifiers are grouped 10
to a ease, of identical size including
power swppliea.

Binary Si'grsal Link
The addrewing scheme of the HYCQMP controller accommodates up to
120 sense lines and 120 control signals,
all of which are clf binary (on or off)
nature. Thirty-two of each are terminated on the Mark 111. The HYCOMP
Controller contaiaa one, program interrupt line which is independent of the
eenee lines. If additional interrupt
lines are required, an optional priority
interrupt w&em - also terminated on
the EMC panel -can be provided.

Parallel Dimit01 Logic
In many typt, ,f problems utilizing
the electronic switching capability of
the Mark I11 computer there is a need
for a small number of uncommitted
digital "building bkoek" elements for
performing "housekeeping*' in the analog computer. I n the Mark 111, this parallel digital leggic i~contm1led through
the Electronic Mode Control panel.
Flip-flops are needed for lahhing
comparators anta remembering the
scale factor in "on-the-fly" maling
applications, and gates are u ~ e f u lin
building logic nets for simulating simple on-off controllers. One-shot multivibratorer can iatroduee delays and
momentarily switch an integrator to
initial condition for tracking and storing an input variable. Momentary and
alternate action switches are usef ul for
changing conditions on the EMC panel
and indicator lights are useful for indicating states of flip-flops and gates.
The logic elements of the Mark III
con&& of:
E S Electronic Switches associated
wlth 45 Integrator-Sumrnerra

20 Solid State Analog Comparators

7 Flip Flops
1Ring Counter
12 And Gates
1Master Timer, 180 KC Oscillator
2 Auxiliary Timers (Count Down)
1 Single Shot ZVTuItivibrator
w e represented : True
(0 volts 0.2 volts) and False (-10
volts -2 volts). Theee levels are compatible with the output levels of deetronic comparators and timers and the
required input leveb of tbe electronic
switches. Rise times are compatible
~ i t those
h
required for operating electronic switchee.

-

-

The Cmtrol Lines
The control lines are used a s fnputa
to logic elements and for controI of the
electronic mode switches of individual
analog components. Channeling of the
control signal# to the desired point in
the analog computer system is a m m plished a t the Mark I11 Electronic
Mode Control Panel (the outpub are
capable of withstanding shortrs to
ground or reference supplies), The signals are levels rather than pulses. The
setting and resetting (i.e,, the establishing of the level) of the control lines
is under program control, and each line
may be addrased indivi#ually.
The control lines are supplied in
groups of eight UR to the maximum of
120. h i r t y - t w o i r e connected to the
EMC panel. The remainder other than
those used for eontrol of the eonversion
system may be connected to the parallel
Logic Expansion Group.

I

Sense Lines

Mark PL3

SOFTWARE
1. Analog-to-Digital Channels

Number of Channels. .... .l28 maximum
Overall conversion accuracy, 'voltage
input to sample and hold units to
digital number,
less than ..... .O.OS% of Full Scale
Word S h e ............... .14 bits

+ sign

Maximum sonversion rate
(Channels) ................. .2S Kcps,
2. Digital-to-Analog Channels

Number of Channels. ........... .8/case,
128 maximum
I

Overall conversion sccuracy, digital
number to A 100V. analog dgnal,
less than ....... .0.013% of Full Scale
Word Size

I

I
I

.............. .1S bits

+ sign

Maximum conversion ........ .I00 Kcps.
rate (Channels) ...... .200 Kcps. with
direct memory access
3. Binary Signal Link
Control lines.. ....... .32 lines standard,
expandable to 120 in groups of 8.

Sense lines. .......... .32 lines standard,
expandable to 120 in groups of 8.

I

Single interrupt standard; priority interrupt up to 64 channels in units of 4
optional.

MACRO COMMANDS FOR SYSTEM OPERATION To facilibte programming for systems operation macro instructions specifically designed for
hybrid computation are provided. Thew macros may be divided into three
ategories: 1. Those for communication with DIDAC, 2. those for controlling
nd communicating with the conversion system and 3, those required to set
~ n t r o llines and interrogate sense lines. A few of the available macro comlands are described here.
Communication with DIDAC.

ADDRESS..Send address to DIDAC. The designated address is indexable.
READ ADDRESS. ...... .The designated analog address is read and the
value put into a PB440 register. The designated address is indexable.
SET POT. .....Set the potentiometer to value contained in the designated
storage location. The address of the storage location i s indexable. If
the pot is not set to the proper accuracy, the delsired setting and actual
setting are typed out.
I. C. ......................... .The analog computer is put into 1. C. mode.
POT SET.. ............. .The analog computer is put into Pot Set mode.
HOLD ......................The analog computer ia put into Hold mode.
OPERATE ............... .The analog computer is put into Operate mode.
RATE TEST.. ....... .The analog computer is put into Rate Test mode.
STATIC TEST. ............ .The analog computer is put into Static mode.
SELECT CONSOLE. ........ .Any one of seven analog computer consoles
is designated as the recipient of all subsequent communicaticms.
Conversion System
SELECT MPX CHANNEL.. ... .Address portion of instruction becomes
multiplexer address. This address is indexable.
CONVERT L STORE A/D CHANNEL. .......ADC conversion cycle is
initiated and result of conversion stored in designated memory location.
The memory location is indexable.
FILL DAC. .... .Send contents of designated location to D/A converter.
Address is indexable.
Binary Signal
SET CONTROL LINE.. . .Set the control line designated by the address
portion of the command.
RESET CONTROL LINE. ...... . b e t the control line designated by the
address portion of the word.
INTERROGATE SENSE LINE. ....... Set a program flag to coincide
with state of designated same line.
I[nput/Output Program
This is a special program which provides table storage in the PB440 for
Mark I11 Problem Readout Values, Pot Settings and Scale Factors. It
may be used to input or read out values to and from the Mark I11 in engineering wit!$.All scaling computations are performed automatically.
The program may be used as a diagnostic for the Mark I11 in conjunction
with a diagnostic patch panel. This panel is patched to use $11 of the servo
set pots and amplifier inputs; the pots are set and the outputs of the
amplifiers which are the sum of pot settings times amplifier gains are
read out and compared with expected values stored in the PI3440 Problem
Value table. Pote failing to set and read out values or failing to check are
logged on the Selectric typewriter.
In a similar manner the program may be used to set up a problem and
establish a static check.

